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International GCSE 
Teaching Hubs

A new planning and teaching 
digital platform, providing 
you with everything you 
need to deliver successful 
International GCSE lessons – 
whether you are a specialist 
or non-specialist teacher.

See pages 20-21

HIGHLIGHT

iLowerSecondary Global 
Citizenship provides 
curriculum support, 
assessment, teaching and 
learning resources for  
11–14 year-olds.

See page 13

NEW

Pearson Edexcel 
International GCSE (9–1) 
English Language A.

See page 22

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE (9 –1)

 ENGLISH LANGUAGE A
Student Book
David Grant

www.pearson.com/international-schools

Pearson Edexcel International GCSE (9–1) English Language A 
2nd Edition Student Book provides comprehensive coverage of 
the specifi cation and is designed to supply students with the best 
preparation possible for the examination:

• Written by highly experienced English Language teachers and authors
• Chapters are mapped closely to the specifi cation to provide comprehensive 

coverage and are enhanced by targeted reading and writing skills sections
• Learning is embedded with varied activities and exam practice throughout, 

including summary sections to review learning
• Signposted transferable skills
• Reviewed by a language specialist to ensure the book is written in a clear

and accessible style
• Glossary of key English Language terminology
• eBook included.

For Pearson Edexcel International GCSE (9–1) English Language A specifi cation 
(4EA1) for fi rst teaching 2022.
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eBook
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ENGLISH
LANGUAGE B
Student Book
ISBN: 9780435182571

ENGLISH 
LITERATURE
Student Book
ISBN: 9780435182588

2nd Edition

2nd Edition
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GOOD TO KNOW

This catalogue contains a selection of our product services, and subject offering. For a full 
range of products, please visit www.pearson.com/international-schools

 All products are suitable for English Language Learners.

 Our digital resources are available on ActiveLearn Secondary.*

*International GCSE Teaching Hubs available on our Connexus platform.

Follow the iProgress pathway

Ages 5–11 Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

Pearson 
International 
Primary Science
iPrimary 
Curriculum 

Sciences
International GCSE

Sciences
GCSE 

Exploring Science International 

iLowerSecondary Curriculum and UK Curriculum l Print and Digital

Follow the 11–19 progression through 
this catalogue using the signposting on 
top of each page, where we show which 
resources can be used in the learning 
stage before, and after, the resource in 
question.

When you see this image...
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Why choose Pearson for your 
international school?

We are the world’s leading learning company

We provide world class assessments, digital content and learning 
experiences for international schools to enable more effective teaching 
and learning and to help learners increase their skills and global 
employability prospects.

We partner with schools, universities, and employers worldwide to 
offer our qualifications to over 3.4 million students annually. Our 
Pearson Edexcel iPrimary and Lower Secondary, International GCSE and 
International A Level qualifications are most closely aligned to the British 
education system, and Pearson BTECs, our popular, career-focused 
qualifications developed in partnership with employers can be studied 
alongside academic qualifications in a broad and balanced curriculum.

Whether you’re a teacher inspiring achievement in the classroom, a 
parent supporting your child’s learning journey, or a school owner 
seeking the best outcomes for your students, we can support you with 
our inspiring and proven international curriculum, qualifications and 
published resources.

We can help your international school achieve more

When you partner with Pearson, you have access to our global expertise and 
support to help you achieve your school’s education vision. 

We can help your students learn in more accessible ways, more affordably, 
and with better outcomes. Here are just two of the ways we can support you 
and your students to achieve more:

Follow us on our social channels

 @pearsoninternationalschools

 Pearson UK and International Schools

 blog.pearsoninternationalschools.com
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Globally recognised modular and linear 
qualifications
Unlike other awarding organisations, Pearson Edexcel 
International A Levels are truly modular in structure, giving 
students flexibility with when and how they are assessed, 
more confidence, and better control over their outcomes.

This modular assessment approach has proved so popular 
that we are now offering it for International GCSE from  
2024, in addition to the current linear route.

NEW

Leading the way with onscreen  
assessment
We are proud to be leading the way in onscreen assessment 
as the first awarding body to offer onscreen International 
GCSE exams alongside traditional paper-based exams.

What started as a pilot in 2020, became a reality in 2022 
when students sat their Pearson Edexcel International GCSE 
English Language exams onscreen for the first time. In 2023, 
entry numbers doubled for onscreen exams as thousands of 
students around the world opted to take their International 
GCSE exams onscreen with us.

NEW



2 Free international qualifications support services
When you choose us as your international qualifications partner, you have access to an unrivalled range of 
free services to support you:

The support you can expect  
from us 

Support to help you achieve your goals

Thousands of international schools across the globe partner with us to 
achieve their education vision. We operate in over 100 countries around the 
world and are committed to using our expertise to help equip learners with 
the skills they need to enhance their employability prospects and to succeed 
in the changing world of work. 

When you partner with us, you will have access to the full power of Pearson 
to help you achieve your goals.

1 Fully integrated international qualifications and content
Our Pearson international curriculum, Pearson Edexcel and BTEC 
international qualifications are all supported by print and digital teaching 
and learning content, to provide a complete, integrated teaching and 
learning experience for learners aged 3-19. Our international qualifications 
are recognised by leading universities across the world – including Oxford, 
Cambridge, Columbia, Yale and many others. 

See more at quals.pearson.com
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   We are the only awarding body to 
provide you with free access to your 
learners’ marked exam papers through 
our Access to Scripts service, providing 
transparency for your students’ marked 
exam papers and a rich source of 
information, insights and visibility to 
support your teaching and learning.

This free and unrivalled 
online results analysis 
tool for teachers provides 
a detailed breakdown of 
your learners’ performance 
in Pearson Edexcel 
exams and BTEC external 
assessments.

Our free online mock exam resource 
includes past-paper questions and 
support materials to help you create 
your own mock exams to help your 
learners understand what to expect 
in the live exam and allows your 
teachers to identify where best to 
focus revision support.

Access to  
Scripts

3 In-country teams to support you locally
We have Pearson representatives in all the countries in which 
we operate. Our local team will work in partnership with you to 
understand your needs and will provide you and your school with 
personalised support to help you achieve your goals. 

Find your local team at pearsoninternational-schools.com/contact

5 An extensive global and regional events programme
We host and run an extensive global and regional events programme to support our international school 
community worldwide. From The Big Think webinar series for school leaders and our annual Pearson 
International School Leaders Conference, to regional workshops, hands-on training for our iPrimary and iLower 
Secondary curricula and much more, our annual events programme will connect you with the educational 
experts you want to hear from.

See more at pearsoninternational-schools.com/events

4 Professional 
development to help 
your staff flourish
Through our Pearson 
Professional Development 
Academy, we deliver 
online and face-to-face 
professional development 
courses to support your 
teachers. These free and 
paid-for courses span a 
wide range of subjects and 
qualifications and cover 
product and pedagogical 
training too. 

See more at  
pdacademy.pearson.com

Read about these support services and more at quals.pearson.com/support



Celebrating teacher and student 
excellence worldwide

Once you become an approved Pearson Edexcel centre, we 
are on hand to support you with recruiting new students and 
promoting our qualifications to parents and your wider school 
community with a range of downloadable and printed support.

Your Pearson approved centre toolkit

Our marketing toolkit provides you with a wide range of authorised and 
downloadable marketing materials for our Pearson Edexcel and BTEC 
international qualifications for you to use as an approved centre. You can 
download and print any of the materials from the toolkit to share with your 
learners, parents, teachers, and your wider school community.

Support for your teachers
Our Pearson Edexcel International 
Marketing Toolkit contains all you 
need to share your new status as an 
approved centre with your  
teaching community.

Scan me to find out more

Your Welcome to Pearson Edexcel Pack
Our Pearson Edexcel International 
Welcome Pack is a step-by-step guide 
to becoming a Pearson Edexcel centre 
and delivering our exams.

Scan me to find out more

Recognising international excellence

As the world’s leading learning company and the UK’s largest awarding 
organisation, we understand what it takes to achieve educational excellence.

Our annual awards programmes recognise outstanding learners and 
teachers worldwide and we are delighted to host annual ceremonies 
around the world where the achievements of Pearson Edexcel learners and 
educators are celebrated.

Pearson International School Teacher Awards
Inspired by the impact teachers have on learner outcomes, we were proud 
to launch the inaugural Pearson International School Teacher Awards in 
2023. These annual awards recognise and celebrate outstanding educators 
in international schools across the world. So, if you know an inspirational 
international school educator who deserves worldwide recognition, tell us 
about them!  

Outstanding Pearson Learner Awards
Our flagship student awards programme, the Outstanding Pearson Learner 
Awards (OPLAs), provide recognition to the top-performing learners 
worldwide, outside the UK. Awards are presented to learners who have 
taken Pearson Edexcel iPrimary, iLowerSecondary, International GCSE, 
GCSE, International A Level and A Level examinations and have achieved 
outstanding results.

How your school can get involved
Take a look at our teacher and learner awards in more 
detail and find out how you and your school community 
can get involved.

Our winner of the Pearson International 

School Teacher of the Year Award 2023 

is Noha Rateb of the British School of 

Elite Education, Egypt.  

Noha was delighted to learn that she had won the 

award and felt that having her work recognized 

by Pearson was a very special achievement.  The 

school celebrated Noha’s success by posting the 

news on their social media channels and included an 

announcement in the school’s yearly newsletter.  

Focusing her career on teaching 

Noha was inspired to become a teacher by her father, 

Khaled Rateb, a well-known mathematics teacher in 

Egypt.Having graduated from the American University 

in Cairo, majoring in Architectural Engineering Noha 

soon decided she would rather focus her career in 

teaching. She had herself been taught by her father 

and saw just how inspirational he was to his students, 

which contributed to her decision to become a 

teacher, finding that this was a career that felt more 

natural to her. She emulated her father’s teaching 

methods, from the way he controlled the class, to 

how he would recap on the previous lesson, to being 

friendly yet strict and professional. She found she 

was able to deliver information easily and smoothly to 

the students and received very positive feedback on 

how much they now love Maths due to her teaching 

methods.

Noha is keen to continually improve the service 

she provides to her students and to develop her 

whole teaching system.  Engaging with students is 

becoming more challenging as they face so many more 

distractions, mainly through the advent of social media.

Using technology to address challenges

Noha’s main challenge and focus is to always search 

for new technologies and teaching techniques, in order 

to create engaging and effective learning experiences 

for my students. 

Further to this, during COVID Noha came up with the 

idea of creating a set of online tools appropriate for 

any stage of the academic year, recording classes that 

students could access whenever they wanted it.  Noha 

set a specific assignment on each recorded video, to 

make sure the students actually saw and understood 

the content in the video.   This method now caters for 

any students who are absent for any reason such as 

sickness.  

Consistency – the key to success  

Noha believes that consistency is the key to success 

in teaching.  She feels this job is all about giving 

throughout the year and then starting again from 

scratch the year after. Teaching needs consistency 

and motivation like no other job. Add in passion and 

dedication, as Noha believes that those who are truly 

passionate about it can make a profound difference 

in the lives of their students. The field of education is 

constantly evolving, and teachers who stay up-to-date 

with the latest methods of learning, technologies and 

research are better equipped to meet the changing 

needs of their students. 

Noha is pleased to work with Pearson and appreciates 

the variety of curriculum materials, including textbooks, 

workbooks, and other instructional materials provided 

that really help teachers. 

Having attended a couple of workshops that were 

held in Cairo by Pearson she found them to be 

tremendously beneficial. She is grateful for the 

opportunity given to teachers by Pearson to provide 

their comments and evaluations in the way they 

formulate their final exams. 

WINNER’S 
STORY

Recognising excellence - View all 

our 2023 award winners here.

Noha Rateb,  
The British School of Elite Education,  

Egypt

Winner, International  
School Teacher of  
the Year 2023

Olusegun Adeniyi,  
Caleb British International School, Nigeria  

2023 Pearson  
International School Outstanding  
Innovator of the Year 

Our Pearson 2023 Global winner of the International Outstanding Innovator of the Year Award is Olusegun Adeniyi of the Caleb British International School, Lagos, Nigeria.  
Olusegun was delighted to receive his award and the certificate and trophy were presented to him at the school prize giving ceremony in July 2023 and he feels this award is recognition for the collaborative efforts of teachers, students, and parents at the Caleb British International School.  

Growing up Olusegun was keen to pursue his artistic talent through quality art education, and is grateful to his family for recognising this and ensuring he received the education he needed. As a result Olusegun’s mission now is to raise the standard of art education and inspire the next generations of artists and art lovers to be innovative thinkers and global citizens.  This has remained a key driver and passion throughout his teaching career.  
Integrating art into STEM – a defining moment A defining moment in Olusegun’s career came about when he attended the Commonwealth Science Conference in Singapore in 2017. A visit to the Botanical Garden and Art & Science Museum ignited his interest to integrate Art into STEM. That experience has fuelled all his sustainability projects to date, leading to the establishment of the STEAM Hub at the Caleb British International School, created to inspire and promote the innovative and 

creative ideas of the students and for them to participate in and contribute to contemporary issues at both local and global levels as informed, responsible, and responsive global citizens. Since then, Olusegun has been promoting interdisciplinary learning and integrating quality art education in STEM to foster an eco-friendly lifestyle for all for the preservation of the planet’s future. Students are encouraged to bring scientific ideas to fruition through interdisciplinary and innovative learning to tackle the issues of climate change and to preserve life.  

Dedication to Sustainability, Advocacy and Recycling 
One of the reasons for Olusegun’s success in being awarded Innovator of the Year is his dedication to Sustainability, Advocacy and Recycling (SDG 12) through interdisciplinary and innovative learning (SDG 4) to tackle the issues of Climate change (SDG 13) and to protect lives on Earth (SDG 14 and 15). The results have been successful, varied and far-reaching. Students have created sustainability projects such as: the Eco-friendly Reading Lamp, (created to help children living in communities with poor access to stable electricity to be able to study at night); Repurposed Tires; Tree planting Advocacy; and Stop Ocean Plastic Pollution projects.  Some of the sustainability projects have taken the form of a series of 3D art sustainability projects to drive environmental initiatives, for example to champion the culture of planting trees, to prevent climate change and to reduce global warming.  

WINNER’S 
STORY

Scan me to find out more
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Curriculum

iProgress
UK Curriculum for International | Ages 3–19 | Print & Digital

iProgress is our complete series for 3–19 year-olds in 
international schools.

The iProgress family includes iPrimary, iLowerSecondary, 
International GCSE (IG), GCSE, International Advanced Level 
(IAL) and GCE A Level, and delivers a consistent learning 
journey for students and teachers, everywhere in the world.

Marketing and branding support

We offer a range of marketing support to help you articulate and promote the curriculum you offer to 
prospective teachers, parents, and students.

Curriculum-matched published resources

Our range of student books and teaching resources are designed with a strong focus on progression, 
recognition and transferable skills, allowing learning in a local context to a global standard.

Progress to university

Pearson Edexcel International Advanced Levels (IAL) and GCE A levels are widely recognised by 
universities in the UK and worldwide for entry onto undergraduate degree programmes.

Planning, teaching and learning support

We offer a wide range of support to help you deliver our qualifications such as specifications, 
schemes of work, sample assessment materials, getting started guides, exemplars, lesson plans and 
specialist subject advisors. 

We are more than a curriculum or qualifications
iProgress offers a wide range of resources and services.

Training and Professional Development

Through the Pearson Professional Development Academy, an online portal supporting teaching 
professionals, you can find courses to support the course and subject you teach (including iPrimary, 
iLowerSecondary, International GCSE, and International AS/A Level), as well as a range of skills-based 
courses.

Exam and results services

Thanks to our unique technology advancements, Pearson Edexcel offer unbeatable exam and results 
services. Create your own bespoke tests with examWizard, use our NEW Onscreen Mocks Service, 
analyse results using ResultsPlus, and view completed exam papers with free Access to Scripts.

We continue to develop and innovate our qualifications, assessment, and resources to meet the needs 
of today’s educators and learners with the following:

• Onscreen assessment for more International GCSE and International A Level subjects.

• A modular assessment route for many of our International GCSEs, offering you a choice between a 
linear and modular route.

• International Teaching Hubs providing everything needed to deliver successful lessons (see pages 
20-21).

• International GCSE English as a Second Language new qualification and resources (see page 22).

• November exam series to best meet the needs of students requiring International GCSE exam 
opportunities outside of the full May/June series (replaces the January series). 

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/iProgressed

NEW

iPROGRESS
iPrimary iLowerSecondary International 

GCSE (9–1)
International  

AS/A Level

Ages 3–11 Ages 11–14 Ages 14–16 Ages 16–19

Includes Early Years. 
Covers 11 subjects

Covers 11  
subjects

Available for  
37 subjects

Available for 
21 subjects
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Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/powerstarters

• Digital courses each available as a whole-school licence (teacher-led) or 
student licence (learner-led approach).  

GOOD TO KNOW

10 Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/mathsprogressinternational 11

A unique series of fast, focused online programmes, specifically 
written to set students off to a great start with their International 
GCSE, International AS/A Level and IB courses.  

• Quickly identify and fill any gaps in the skills 
and knowledge needed to begin International 
GCSE, International AS/A Level, or International 
Baccalaureate courses with confidence. 

• Diagnostic tests identify gaps in learning and 
pinpoint areas for intervention.

• Focused interventions ensure students are ready 
to excel in their chosen subject.

• Choose which topics to focus in on, to suit the 
needs of your class. 

• Available as a teacher-led approach delivered to 
a class or an independent learner-led approach.  

Summary of components:

• International GCSE  
Available for English Language A and 
B, Mathematics A and B, Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics and Science Double 
Award

• International AS/A Level 
Available for Mathematics and Pure 
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry and 
Physics

• International Baccalaureate  
Available for IB Diploma Mathematics 
(both routes), Biology, Chemistry, 
Physics and for Learner Profile Skills

BIOLOGY
Lesley Butcher

Power Starters
PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE (9–1)

Teacher Edition

Ages 14–19 

Power Starters

International GCSE, International AS/A Level and IB Curriculum l Digital

Create confident and numerate students ready for International 
GCSE (9–1) Maths.

Ages 4–11 Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

Power Maths
UK Curriculum

Maths
International GCSE

Maths
GCSE 

Maths Progress International

iLowerSecondary Curriculum and UK Curriculum  l Print and Digital 

• Follows a mastery approach, builds 
confidence, improves problem-solving skills, 
and develops mathematical reasoning.

• Includes a 3-year Maths Progress digital 
interactive Scheme of Work so you can tailor 
it to the way you want to deliver your Maths 
curriculum. 

• A simple structure of one textbook and 
one workbook per year plus online digital 
resources; all the support needed for 
planning, teaching, and tracking and assessing 
students’ progress.

Summary of components:

•  1 x ActiveLearn annual subscription (pricing 
to suit your school size).

•  3 x Student Books (print), one each for Year 
7, 8 and 9.

•  3 x digital Student Books (available as a 
whole school annual subscription  
or individual subscription).

• 3 x Student Workbooks (print, write-in).

•  Digital resources on ActiveLearn Secondary.

•  Written for the iLowerSecondary Curriculum 
and suitable for the UK National Curriculum 
11–14 for progression to International GCSE.

• Professional development also available.

GOOD TO KNOW

Scan this code 
to access your 
free samples



Ages 5–11 Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

Pearson 
International 
Primary Science
iPrimary 
Curriculum 

Sciences
International GCSE

Sciences
GCSE 

Exploring Science International 

iLowerSecondary Curriculum and UK Curriculum l Print and Digital

•  Digital resources on ActiveLearn Secondary.

• Written for the iLowerSecondary Curriculum 
and suitable for the UK National Curriculum 
11–14 for progression to International GCSE.

• Professional development also available.

GOOD TO KNOW

•  Professional 
development courses 
may be available.

GOOD TO KNOW

• Specifically designed to build the skills 
and knowledge needed to progress to 
International GCSE.

• Inspiring, real-world science that your 
students can relate to with stunning facts, 
case studies and photographs. 

• Includes an interactive, digital Scheme of 
Work: a flexible online 11–16 planning tool. 

• Authored by expert subject team Mark 
Levesley, Penny Johnson, Sue Kearsey, and 
Iain Brand. 

Summary of components:

•  3 x Student Books (print) arranged by year 
group (Year 7, 8 and 9) OR 3 x Student 
Books (print) arranged by science (Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics).

•  3 x Student ActiveBooks (digital) arranged by 
year group (Year 7, 8 and 9) OR 3 x Student 
ActiveBooks (digital) arranged by science 
(Biology, Chemistry, Physics).

•  1 x ActiveLearn annual subscription (pricing 
to suit your school size).

Our best-selling 11-14 science programme offers seamless 
progression to Pearson Edexcel International (9–1) GCSE Sciences. 

Scan this code 
to access free 

trials

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/exploringscienceinternational12 Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/globalcitizenship 13

• Provides a consistent journey from primary to 
International GCSE.

• Supports students’ progress with ongoing 
assessment. 

• High-quality teaching and learning resources 
(including Student Workbooks), available as print 
and online. 

• Resources are written by experts and curriculum 
matched.

• Empower your students to make a difference and 
engage with global issues.

Summary of components:

• 3 x printed Student Workbooks (one each 
for Year 7, 8 and 9).

• iLowerSecondary Global Citizenship 
Teaching Resources annual ActiveLearn 
subscription (includes Curricula, Schemes 
of Work, Lesson Plans, Progress Tests 
and Activity Sheets).

•  iLowerSecondary Pupil Resources annual 
whole-school ActiveLearn subscription 
(includes ActiveBooks of the Student 
Workbooks for Year 7, 8 and 9).

Scan this code 
to access free 

trials

Part of the only fully integrated Global Citizenship programme for 
students aged 5–16 . Our iLower Secondary Global Citizenship course 
provides curriculum support, assessment, teaching and learning 
resources for your 11–14 year-olds. 

Ages 5–11 Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

Global Citizenship
iPrimary 
Curriculum

Global Citizenship
International GCSEGlobal Citizenship

iLowerSecondary Curriculum l Print and Digital



• Pearson Edexcel International GCSE 
(9–1) set texts include: An Inspector 
Calls (J.B.Priestly), The Whale Rider 
(Witi Ihimaera), Romeo and Juliet, 
Macbeth, The Merchant of Venice.

GOOD TO KNOW

•  Written for the iLowerSecondary Curriculum and 
suitable for the UK National Curriculum 11–14 for 
progression to International GCSE or GCSE.

• Contains in-depth planning support, assessment 
activities and model answers.

• Each unit within the course is linked to the 
curriculum by a theme or an overarching 
outcome.

• Ensures mastery of all the skills and knowledge 
needed for students to become confident, self-
motivated learners.

• Texts are read aloud by native speakers, with 
online glossaries in the ActiveBooks.

Summary of components:

•   3 x Student Books (print), one each for Year 
7, 8 and 9.

• 3 x Student Workbooks (print), one each 
for Year 7, 8 and 9.

• 3 x Teacher Guides (print or digital).

•  3 x Student ActiveBooks (digital) – includes 
audio (available as a whole-school annual 
subscription or individual subscription).

A whole-school English programme preparing students for 
progression to International GCSE (9–1) English with a rigorous yet 
supportive approach.

Scan this code 
to access free 

trials

• ActiveBooks include all texts read aloud by native speakers.

•  This course is written specifically for International Schools, ensuring cultural 
sensitivities are respected and a range of experiences are represented.

• Professional development also available.

GOOD TO KNOW

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/windmills 15Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/inspireenglishinternational14

With over 120 titles, award-winning authors and exam set texts, 
New Windmills has long been the first choice for literature in 
classrooms. 

Ages 4–11 Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

Bug Club
UK Curriculum 

English
International GCSE

English
GCSE 

Inspire English International

iLowerSecondary Curriculum and UK Curriculum l Print and Digital

Ages 4–11 Ages 14–16Ages 11–18

Bug Club
UK Curriculum 

English
International GCSE

English
GCSE 

New Windmills

UK Curriculum l Print 



     Learning objectives

1. Understand the terms ‘sequencing’ and ‘iteration’.
2. Understand how sequencing and iteration can be used in Python.
3. Demonstrate the use of sequencing and iteration in a Python turtle program.

Sequencing and iteration
In Year 7, these terms were covered in the introduction to algorithms:

 ■ Sequencing: a logical series of instructions, one followed by another from start to finish.
 ■ Iteration: the use of loops or repeated actions until a specified point is reached. 

# A simple sequence 
print("This is step one of three") 
print("This is step two of three") 
print("This is step three of three")

This is step one of three 
This is step two of three 
This is step three of three

C
o
m
p
u
t
i
n
g

# An example of iteration 
for letter in("Computing"): 
  print(letter)

    Real-world examples

Using iteration can remove the lines of code required in any program, making it more efficient 
– reducing file sizes and reducing the impact on random access memory (RAM).

Using iteration in Python
The examples of 2D shapes on page 97 are all based around sequences, where the instructions 
are carried out one line at a time, in order.

Iteration in Python is ideal for repeated patterns or shapes created by repeating a command, 
for example the creation of a square:
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     Keywords

algorithm

code 

efficiency

iteration

loop

random access memory (RAM)

sequencing

     Related topics

 ■ Creating original 
graphics

Sequencing and iteration algorithms
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#Iteration square
import turtle
marker = turtle.Turtle()
marker.pencolor("blue")
for line in range(4):
  marker.fd(100)
  marker.lt(90)

Using iteration to create a more efficient turtle program
Consider the following 2D triangle– this could be made more efficient by using iteration to 
repeat lines. This example now has six lines of code whilst the original version had eight.

import turtle
marker = turtle.Turtle()
marker.pencolor("red")
for line in range(3):
  marker.fd(200)
  marker.lt(120)

   Real-world advice

Remember to note the position and direction of the turtle before writing additional code as it 
may need rotating first.

     Further investigation

 ■ Experiment creating shapes with repeating elements and different angles.
 ■ Carry out research on the effect of file sizes on the RAM.
 ■ Try creating the same shape using left turns followed by right turns.

    Success criteria

 ■ I know what the terms sequencing and iteration mean.
 ■ I can use iteration to create a simple 2D graphic in Python.
 ■ I know how to use iteration to make a program more efficient.
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Starter activity  
Describe the meaning of the following terms:  

 ■ Sequencing:  .........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

 ■ Iteration:  ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

A sequencing example  
Write a simple Python code that will create the following output:  

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

This is a smile :)

This means sad :(

This is a big smile :D

An iteration example  
Write a simple Python code that will create the following output:  

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

V

E

R

T

I

C

A

L

2.

3.

4.

           Key word definitions

Tick the word or phrase when you know its meaning.

 algorithm

 code

 counted loop

 efficiency

 iteration

 loop

  RAM (random access 
memory)

 repeat/repetition

 sequence

     Learning objectives

1. Understand the terms ‘sequencing’ 
and ‘iteration’.

2. Understand how sequencing and 
iteration can be used in Python.

3. Demonstrate the use of sequencing 
and iteration in a Python turtle 
program.

Sequencing and iteration algorithms 

1.

Unit 5: Programming Lesson 3 & 4
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Using iteration in Python  
Complete the missing three lines from the Python program below that creates a simple red 
square with sides of length 75 pixels.  

#Iteration 1

import turtle

marker = turtle.Turtle()

marker.pencolour(“red”)

for line in range (4):

 marker.fd(75)

 marker.lt(90)

Creating a shape using iteration  
Follow the example Python program below and draw the shape that it creates in the box 
provided.  

#Iteration 2

import turtle

maker = turtle.Turtle()

marker.pencolour(“yellow”)

for line in range (3):

 marker.fd(100)

 marker.lt(120)

Plenary quick quiz  

Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 Question 4 Question 5

Repeating an 
action until a 
condition is 
met is called…?

Following one 
simple step 
after another 
is called…?

What should 
follow a line 
using the ‘for’ 
command?

How many 
iterations might 
be used to create 
a hexagon?

Making an 
algorithm more 
efficient will…? 

 sequencing

 selection

 iteration

 drawing

 sequencing

 selection

 iteration

 drawing

 an empty line

 a semi colon

  inverted 
commas

 an indentation

 6

 7

 8

 9

  increase the 
number of lines

  reduce the 
number of lines

 have no impact

  rename 
variables

5.

6.

7.
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COMPUTING YEAR 8 9

LOGICAL OPERATORS

Reference Objective Notes and guidance

PD8.3A Understand and use logic operators. AND, OR, NOT.

ERRORS

Reference Objective Notes and guidance

PD8.4A
Be able to locate and fix syntax and logic errors in 
a program.

Pupils could be given ‘buggy’ code and asked to find and fix the ‘bug’ (error).
Or pupils might alter a program to create a bug (error), then pass it on to a partner to fix.

DATA AND REPRESENTATION

BINARY

Reference Objective Notes and guidance

DR8.1A
Understand how to perform simple binary 
arithmetic (addition).

It is not necessary to cover the concept of overflow errors, although this would make an interesting  
extension task.

DR8.1B
Understand how bitmap images are represented  
in binary.

Pixels, resolution, colour depth (max 2 bits).

DR8.1C
Understand and be able to create a binary word to 
represent a simple bitmap image.

Pixels with colour depth of max 2 bits (two-tone).

DR8.1D
Understand and be able to create a simple bitmap 
image that is represented by a binary word.

Pixels with colour depth of max 1 bit (black & white).

DR8.1E
Understand and use the terms describing capacity 
of storage.

Units of storage are defined by the International Electrotechnical 3.3.4 Commission (IEC) - 
bit, byte 
and 
kibibyte (KiB), mebibyte (MiB), gibibyte (1GiB) 
(These are base-2 units, unlike those used for data transfer, which are base-10.)

DR8.1F
Be able to convert between binary and denary 
multiples of values for storage.

1 KiB = 210 bytes = 1024 bytes
1 MiB = 220 bytes = 1 048 576 bytes
1 GiB = 230 bytes = 1 073 741,824 bytes

DR8.1G
Understand that file storage is measured in bytes 
and be able to calculate storage requirements.

e.g.
The average file size of a music file is 4MiB.
Calculate how much storage would be required to store [x] music files.

 

© Pearson Education Ltd 2020. Copying permitted for purchasing institution only. This material is not copyright free. 

Summer Term 1 
5. Programming (C) 

(10 hours of 
teaching) 

PS8.2A Use computational abstractions that model the state and 
behaviour of real-world problems and physical systems 

IT8.1B Be able to work across a range of devices 

PS8.2B Be able to program abstractions of real-world examples 

PS8.1A Be able to code an algorithm in both a visual and textual 
language 

PD8.1A Understand and use variables and type declarations 

PD8.1B Understand and use sequence, selection and iteration 

PD8.2A Understand and use lists: Items, indices, replacing list items, 
slicing; understand and use methods: append, insert, sort; traversing lists 
(see iteration) 

PD8.2B Understand and use subprograms 

PD8.3A Understand and use logic operators 

PD8.4A Be able to locate and fix syntax and logic errors in a program 

Use App Inventor app development environment for Android to 
program abstractions of a painting environment (PaintPot), a 
‘whack-a-mole’ fairground game (MoleMash) and an information 
point (I Have A Dream). Use a mobile device emulator to test 
applications. 

Declare variables, with appropriate identifiers, including those that 
will store lists and values that will be changed by the program. 

Create programs that are correctly sequenced (and incorrectly 
sequenced for comparison) and that use selection (if, else) and 
iteration (count controlled [‘for’] and condition controlled [‘while’] 
loops). 

Append, insert and reference and replace items in a list (one-
dimensional array) at specific indices, iteratively. 

Define and program subprograms that carry out procedures (e.g. to 
move sprites to specific co-ordinates, or assign images to sprites). 

Make use of logic operators (AND, OR, NOT) as conditionals to 
control the sequence of a program (e.g. to decide which sound to 
play and which sound to stop when a button press event is 
triggered). 

Use reasoning and feedback from translators to locate and fix 
errors. 

Schemes of work and lesson plans are organised by 
topic within each curriculum and include suggested 
activities and resources for each lesson. 

Each curriculum provides clear age-related 
expectations year-by-year – ensuring a clear 
and trackable progression.

Key skills and knowledge 
embedded through a variety of 
engaging activities help students 
feel confident as they progress 
through their learning.

Workbooks are linked closely 
to learning objectives and 
provide the opportunity to apply, 
consolidate and extend skills. 

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/inspirecomputingLearn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/inspirecomputing 1716

Designed for today’s digital native learners, Inspire Computing 
International is a new course for the iLowerSecondary (11–14) 
Computing curricula and the English National Curriculum.

More than just a curriculum

The Inspire Computing International course offers a range of curriculum support resources, tools and 
services including training, professional development, print and online teaching resources.

What you can expect to find

Curriculum documents and schemes of work for planning:

Student books and workbooks for use in class and independent learning at home:
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Student Book
YEAR 9

International

www.pearson.com/international-schools

Inspire Computing International
helps learners of all ages to become 
confi dent in core computing skills, 
both in the classroom and at home!

Student books present and embed 
key computing knowledge and skills 
in an engaging but supportive and 
structured progression.

Workbooks are linked closely 
to the learning and provide the 
opportunity to apply, consolidate, 
and extend skills.

Create students who are fully 
prepared for the future - with 
Inspire Computing International!

Key features include:

• Complete coverage of the Pearson 
Computing Curriculum and the English 
National Curriculum in Computing

• Clear and structured progression towards 
GCSE and International GCSEs in Computer 
Science and ICT

• Flexible and inspiring topic based learning - 
everything from understanding algorithms 
to creating your own animations!

• Key skills and knowledge embedded 
through a variety of engaging activities

• A combination of supportive teacher-led 
assessments and self-assessments help 
learners understand their progression.

Other Student book titles in the series:
Year 1 978-1-292-40421-9
Year 2 978-1-292-40422-6
Year 3 978-1-292-40423-3
Year 4 978-1-292-40424-0
Year 5 978-1-292-40425-7
Year 6 978-1-292-40426-4
Year 7 978-1-292-40427-1
Year 8 978-1-292-40428-8
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Student Book
YEAR 7

International

Other Student book titles in the series:
Year 1 978-1-292-40421-9
Year 2 978-1-292-40422-6
Year 3 978-1-292-40423-3
Year 4 978-1-292-40424-0
Year 5 978-1-292-40425-7
Year 6 978-1-292-40426-4
Year 8 978-1-292-40428-8
Year 9 978-1-292-40429-5

Inspire Computing International
helps learners of all ages to become 
confi dent in core computing skills, 
both in the classroom and at home!

Student books present and embed 
key computing knowledge and skills 
in an engaging but supportive and 
structured progression.

Workbooks are linked closely 
to the learning and provide the 
opportunity to apply, consolidate, 
and extend skills.

Create students who are fully 
prepared for the future - with 
Inspire Computing International!

Key features include:

• Complete coverage of the Pearson 
Computing Curriculum and the English 
National Curriculum in Computing

• Clear and structured progression towards 
GCSE and International GCSEs in Computer 
Science and ICT

• Flexible and inspiring topic based learning - 
everything from understanding algorithms 
to creating your own animations!

• Key skills and knowledge embedded 
through a variety of engaging activities

• A combination of supportive teacher-led 
assessments and self-assessments help 
learners understand their progression.
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• Covers all the requirements of the Computing 
curriculum and equips students with 
computational thinking, language and skills 
that support learning to further study and in a 
range of subjects.

• Provides a well-supported progression 
route from ages 5 to 14 from iPrimary to 
iLowerSecondary and prepares students for 
International GCSE or UK GCSE. 

• Follows a topic-based learning approach, 
making it ideal for subject and non-subject 
teachers. 

Summary of components:

•   3 x Student Books (one for each Year 7, 
8, 9). Available as print and digital eBook 
subscription.

• 3 x Student Workbooks (one for each Year 
7, 8, 9). Available as print and digital eBook 
subscription.

• Inspire Computing ActiveLearn annual 
subscription (includes the full curriculum 
package; lesson plans, schemes of work, 
support videos and front-of-class versions 
of the student materials). Note: Existing iPLS 
customers will not need to purchase this.

Scan this code 
to access free 

trials

• Written for the iLowerSecondary 
Curriculum and English National 
Curriculum (ENC).

GOOD TO KNOW

Ages 5–11 Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

Inspire Computing 
International
iPrimary 
Curriculum and 
UK Curriculum

Computer 
Science/ICT
International GCSE

Computer Science
GCSE 

Inspire Computing International

iLowerSecondary Curriculum and UK Curriculum l Print and Digital



• Differentiated Student Books and 
Workbooks in Year 8 and 9 support 
progression. Dynamo 2 and Dynamo 
3 are split into two parallel books; Vert 
(Foundation) and Rouge (Higher).

• Detailed 5-year Schemes of Work are 
fully customisable to support planning.

• Easy-to-customise assessments help 
you monitor and report progress, 
getting pupils familiar with GCSE-style 
tasks.

Summary of components:

• 5 × Pupil Books.

•  5 × ActiveBook annual subscriptions, includes access 
to audio (digital versions of the print Student Books).

•  1 x ActiveLearn annual subscription (pricing to suit 
your school size).

• 5 × Teacher Guides with answers and audio scripts.

• 3 × Assessment Packs.

• 5 × Audio (available to buy separately as a download).

• 5 × Workbooks.

NEW

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/dynamo18

Scan this code 
to access free 

trials

•  For the UK National Curriculum 11–14 with a seamless transition to GCSE (9–1) 
French and International GCSE (9–1) French.

• Studio French KS3/11–14 is still available. 

• New digital MFL KS3 Front-of-Class Phonics and Vocab Building packs to help 
lay foundations for the 2024 GCSEs. These digital resources will support phonics 
and vocabulary acquisition and will be available for free to current ActiveLearn 
subscribers.

Visit pearsoninternational-schools.com/ks3languages for more details.

GOOD TO KNOW

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/ks3languages 19

This modern French programme prepares 11–14 year-olds for a 
smooth transition to GCSE/International GCSE with up-to-date 
content and an active approach to learning grammar.
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Spanish your pupils will want to learn!

Anneli McLachlan • Christopher Lillington • Rachel Hawkes

The UK’s most popular KS3 Spanish course is packed with content your 
pupils will enjoy learning. With a strong cultural focus and a wide range
of resources for all abilities, ¡Viva! opens the window to the
Spanish-speaking world.

¡Viva! segunda edición includes even more GCSE-style tasks for your pupils. 
The content builds key language skills at KS3, providing a seamless
transition to our GCSE (9-1) ¡Viva! courses for Edexcel and AQA, and
ensuring pupils are prepared pupils for progression to the new GCSE.

¡Viva! Pupil Books

• Fully di� erentiated print and digital resources, including parallel
 di� erentiated Pupil Books for Year 9.
• Brand new quiz-style Repaso revision pages, designed for independent
 or group working, help pupils prepare for end-of-module assessments.
• Adelante pages pool and revise the language from each module and
 build skills towards GCSE-style tasks, including authentic and literary
 texts, role plays, picture-based activities and translations.
• Clear progression and recycling of vocabulary and grammar build
 students’ confi dence and ability to manipulate language.
• A focus on building skills, including through dedicated skills pages,
 ensures pupils are ready to progress to GCSE.
• Introduction of key sounds of Spanish using phonics helps pupils to
 establish good Spanish pronunciation and spelling.
• Can be used in parallel with ¡Viva! 3 Rojo Pupil Book in the classroom.

¡Viva! 3 Verde Components

Pupil Book  978 1 292 00000 0

Teacher Guide (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook A (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook B (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Assessment Pack (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Audio Files (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Our ActiveLearn service combines
front-of-class teaching resources with 
online homework and practice exercises, as 
well as planning and assessment materials 
to help monitor your pupils' progress.

ISBN: 978 1 292 00000 0

For full details of this and other 
components, please visit
pearsonschools.co.uk/modernlanguages

ActiveLearn Digital Service
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SEGUNDA EDICIÓNOur ActiveLearn service combines
front-of-class teaching resources with 
online homework and practice exercises, as 
well as planning and assessment materials 
to help monitor your pupils' progress.

ISBN: 978 1 292 00000 0

For full details of this and other 
components, please visit
pearsonschools.co.uk/modernlanguages

ActiveLearn Digital Service

Anneli McLachlan 
Rachel Hawkes

Christopher Lillington

The UK’s most popular KS3 Spanish course is packed with content your 
pupils will enjoy learning. With a strong cultural focus and a wide range
of resources for all abilities, ¡Viva! opens the window to the
Spanish-speaking world.

¡Viva! segunda edición includes even more GCSE-style tasks for your pupils. 
The content builds key language skills at KS3, providing a seamless
transition to our GCSE (9-1) ¡Viva! courses for Edexcel and AQA, and
ensuring pupils are prepared pupils for progression to the new GCSE.

¡Viva! Pupil Books

• Fully di� erentiated print and digital resources, including parallel
 di� erentiated Pupil Books for Year 9.
• Brand new quiz-style Repaso revision pages, designed for independent
 or group working, help pupils prepare for end-of-module assessments.
• Adelante pages pool and revise the language from each module and
 build skills towards GCSE-style tasks, including authentic and literary
 texts, role plays, picture-based activities and translations.
• Clear progression and recycling of vocabulary and grammar build
 students’ confi dence and ability to manipulate language.
• A focus on building skills, including through dedicated skills pages,
 ensures pupils are ready to progress to GCSE.
• Introduction of key sounds of Spanish using phonics helps pupils to
 establish good Spanish pronunciation and spelling.

¡Viva! 1 Components

Pupil Book  978 1 292 00000 0

Teacher Guide (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook A (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook B (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Assessment Pack (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Audio Files (download) 978 1 292 00000 0
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SEGUNDA EDICIÓN

Spanish your pupils will want to learn!

Anneli McLachlan • Rachel Hawkes • Christopher Lillington

Our ActiveLearn service combines
front-of-class teaching resources with 
online homework and practice exercises, as 
well as planning and assessment materials 
to help monitor your pupils' progress.

ISBN: 978 1 292 00000 0

For full details of this and other 
components, please visit
pearsonschools.co.uk/modernlanguages

ActiveLearn Digital Service
The UK’s most popular KS3 Spanish course is packed with content your 
pupils will enjoy learning. With a strong cultural focus and a wide range
of resources for all abilities, ¡Viva! opens the window to the
Spanish-speaking world.

¡Viva! segunda edición includes even more GCSE-style tasks for your pupils. 
The content builds key language skills at KS3, providing a seamless
transition to our GCSE (9-1) ¡Viva! courses for Edexcel and AQA, and
ensuring pupils are prepared pupils for progression to the new GCSE.

¡Viva! Pupil Books

• Fully di� erentiated print and digital resources, including parallel
 di� erentiated Pupil Books for Year 9.
• Brand new quiz-style Repaso revision pages, designed for independent
 or group working, help pupils prepare for end-of-module assessments.
• Adelante pages pool and revise the language from each module and
 build skills towards GCSE-style tasks, including authentic and literary
 texts, role plays, picture-based activities and translations.
• Clear progression and recycling of vocabulary and grammar build
 students’ confi dence and ability to manipulate language.
• A focus on building skills, including through dedicated skills pages,
 ensures pupils are ready to progress to GCSE.
• Introduction of key sounds of Spanish using phonics helps pupils to
 establish good Spanish pronunciation and spelling.

¡Viva! 2 Components

Pupil Book  978 1 292 00000 0

Teacher Guide (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook A (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook B (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Assessment Pack (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Audio Files (download) 978 1 292 00000 0
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Spanish your pupils will want to learn!

Anneli McLachlan • Rachel Hawkes • Christopher Lillington

The UK’s most popular KS3 Spanish course is packed with content your 
pupils will enjoy learning. With a strong cultural focus and a wide range
of resources for all abilities, ¡Viva! opens the window to the
Spanish-speaking world.

¡Viva! segunda edición includes even more GCSE-style tasks for your pupils. 
The content builds key language skills at KS3, providing a seamless
transition to our GCSE (9-1) ¡Viva! a courses for Edexcel and AQA, and
ensuring pupils are prepared pupils for progression to the new GCSE.

¡Viva! Pupil Books

• Fully di� erentiated print and digital resources, including parallel
 di� erentiated Pupil Books for Year 9.
• Brand new quiz-style Repaso revision pages, designed for independent
 or group working, help pupils prepare for end-of-module assessments.
• Adelante pages pool and revise the language from each module and
 build skills towards GCSE-style tasks, including authentic and literary
 texts, role plays, picture-based activities and translations.
• Clear progression and recycling of vocabulary and grammar build
 students’ confi dence and ability to manipulate language.
• A focus on building skills, including through dedicated skills pages,
 ensures pupils are ready to progress to GCSE.
• Introduction of key sounds of Spanish using phonics helps pupils to
 establish good Spanish pronunciation and spelling.
• Includes extended support and preparation for pupils studying for
 GCSE and can be used in parallel with ¡Viva! 3 Verde Pupil Book in
 the classroom.

¡Viva! 3 Rojo Components

Pupil Book  978 1 292 00000 0

Teacher Guide (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook A (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Workbook B (pack of 8) 978 1 292 00000 0

Assessment Pack (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Audio Files (download) 978 1 292 00000 0

Our ActiveLearn service combines
front-of-class teaching resources with 
online homework and practice exercises, as 
well as planning and assessment materials 
to help monitor your pupils' progress.

ISBN: 978 1 292 00000 0

For full details of this and other 
components, please visit
pearsonschools.co.uk/modernlanguages

ActiveLearn Digital Service
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The complete language suite for 11–14 German. Provides complete 
coverage of the UK National Curriculum and embeds key skills 
ready for GCSE/International GCSE.

Provides seamless progression to ¡Viva! GCSE resources for both 
the Pearson Edexcel and AQA GCSE (9–1) Spanish qualifications and 
International GCSE (9–1) Spanish.

Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

French
International GCSE

French
GCSE

Dynamo

UK Curriculum l Print and Digital

Ages 14–16Ages 11–14

German/ Spanish
International GCSE

German/ Spanish
GCSE

German and Spanish

UK Curriculum l Print and Digital



• Provide fully comprehensive planning with 
schemes of work that break the International GCSE 
specifications into hour-long sessions, detailed 
lesson plans for each hour of teaching, as well as 
in-depth teacher guidance.

• Support the delivery of great International GCSE 
subject lessons with a wealth of front-of-class 
resources linked from the lesson plans – including 
interactive exercises, animations, videos and more.

• Get your students exam-ready with lesson 
plans giving partially scripted instructions for 
communicating the new learning points and 
correcting misconceptions, plus interactive  
exam-preparation resources.

Comprehensive schemes of work for all 
guided teaching hours help you spend less 
time planning.

Every lesson provides an overview, teacher 
guidance and links to resources so you have 
everything in one place to save you time.

All teaching plans follow a consistent 
structure and give in-depth instructions for 
communicating the new learning points, 
helping you deliver great lessons.

Hundreds of lesson 
resources at your 
fingertips to keep 
engagement up in 
your classroom. 

Get your students exam-ready with homework 
to consolidate learning, exam-style questions 
and past papers for practice.

•   Our International  
GCSE (9–1) Teaching 
Hubs are available on 
annual subscription. 

GOOD TO KNOW

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/iGTeachingHubs20 Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/iGTeachingHubs 21

Ages 16–16 Ages 16–19Ages 14–16

iLowerSecondary 
Curriculum and 
UK Curriculum 
Multiple Subjects

International  
AS/A Level
Multiple Subjects

AS/A Level
Multiple Subjects

International GCSE (9-1) 
Teaching Hubs
International GCSE  l Digital

Spend less time planning and more time teaching with our  
brand-new digital platform, providing you with everything you  
need to deliver successful International GCSE lessons – whether  
you are a specialist or non-specialist teacher.

Scan this code 
to access free 

trials

A complete planning and teaching solution for all International GCSE teachers

Written by a team of expert subject authors, our new online Teaching Hubs provide complete coverage 
of all guided teaching hours and can be used for live teaching as well as advance preparation.

NEW



All Pearson Edexcel International GCSEs are supported by a wide range of free curriculum and 
qualification support. Learn more at quals.pearson.com/International-GCSE.

*For Mathematics A there is also a revision guide, revision app and a practice book.    

Subject Student Books Teaching Hub or Resource Pack

Accounting

Arabic (First Language)

Art and Design

Bangla 

Bangladesh Studies

Biology Teaching Hub NEW

Business Teaching Hub NEW

Chemistry Teaching Hub NEW

Chinese Teaching Resource Pack

Commerce Teaching Resource Pack

Computer Science Teaching Resource Pack

Economics Teaching Resource Pack

English as a Second Language Teaching Hub NEW

English Language A Teaching Hub NEW

English Language B Teaching Resource Pack

English Literature Teaching Resource Pack

French Teaching Resource Pack

Further Pure Mathematics Teaching Resource Pack

Geography Teaching Resource Pack

German Teaching Resource Pack

Global Citizenship Teaching Resource Pack

Greek (First Language)

History Teaching Resource Pack

Human Biology Teaching Resource Pack

Information and 
Communication Technology

Teaching Resource Pack

Islamic Studies

Mathematics A Teaching Hub NEW

Mathematics B Teaching Resource Pack

Pakistan Studies

Physics Teaching Hub NEW

RE/Religious Studies

Science (Double Award) Teaching Resource Pack

Science (Single Award) Teaching Resource Pack

Sinhala

Spanish Teaching Resource Pack

Swahili

Tamil

For the latest Pearson Edexcel International GCSE (9–1), with 
progression, international relevance, exam practice and support 
at their core.

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/internationalgcse22

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE (9 –1)

 ENGLISH LANGUAGE A
Student Book
David Grant

www.pearson.com/international-schools

Pearson Edexcel International GCSE (9–1) English Language A 
2nd Edition Student Book provides comprehensive coverage of 
the specifi cation and is designed to supply students with the best 
preparation possible for the examination:

• Written by highly experienced English Language teachers and authors
• Chapters are mapped closely to the specifi cation to provide comprehensive 

coverage and are enhanced by targeted reading and writing skills sections
• Learning is embedded with varied activities and exam practice throughout, 

including summary sections to review learning
• Signposted transferable skills
• Reviewed by a language specialist to ensure the book is written in a clear

and accessible style
• Glossary of key English Language terminology
• eBook included.

For Pearson Edexcel International GCSE (9–1) English Language A specifi cation 
(4EA1) for fi rst teaching 2022.
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PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL GCSE (9 –1)

 ENGLISH LANGUAGE A
Student Book
David Grant

eBook
included

ENGLISH
LANGUAGE B
Student Book
ISBN: 9780435182571

ENGLISH 
LITERATURE
Student Book
ISBN: 9780435182588

2nd Edition

2nd Edition
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• Appropriate international content 
allows for learning in a local context, 
to a global standard.

• All written to support the 9–1 
grading scale and ensure consistent 
standards and progress.

• Accompanying online new Teaching 
Hubs (see pages 20-21).

• The embedded transferable skills, 
needed for progression to higher 
education and employment, are 
signposted so students understand, 
and can engage with, the skills 
they’re gaining.

• Reviewed by a language specialist to 
ensure the book is written in a clear 
and accessible style and includes 
a glossary of specialist subject 
vocabulary.

•   3-year access to an  
online ActiveBook  
with each Student  
Book (or available  
separately). Online  
Teacher Hubs are  
available as an annual  
subscription.

• Resources to support the new 
Pearson Edexcel International  
GCSE (9–1) English as a Second 
Language available.

• Free and paid-for professional 
development available.

GOOD TO KNOW

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/internationalgcse 23

NEW

Ages 11–14 Ages 16–19Ages 14–16

iLowerSecondary 
Curriculum and 
UK Curriculum 
Multiple Subjects

International  
AS/A Level
Multiple Subjects

AS/A Level
Multiple Subjects

International GCSE

Multiple Subjects l Print and Digital



All Pearson Edexcel International AS/A Levels are supported by a wide range of free curriculum and 
qualification support. Learn more at quals.pearson.com/IAL.

Subject Curriculum and 
qualification support

Student Books (SB)  
and ActiveBooks (AB)

Teacher Resource  
Packs (TRPs)

Accounting 2 x SBs and ABs 2 x TRPs 
(annual subscription)

Arabic 1 x TRP (two 
year subscription)

Biology
2 x SBs and ABs 

1 x Lab Book
2 x TRPs 

(annual subscription)

Business 2 x SBs and ABs 2 x TRPs 
(annual subscription)

Chemistry
2 x SBs and ABs 

1 x Lab Book
2 x TRPs 

(annual subscription)

Economics 2 x SBs and ABs 2 x TRPs 
(annual subscription) 

English Language

English Literature 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

French 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

Geography 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

German 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

Greek

History 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

IT 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

Law 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

Mathematics: Pure 4 x SBs and ABs 4 x TRPs 
(annual subscription)

Mathematics: Further Pure 3 x SBs and ABs 3 x TRPs 
(annual subscription)

Mathematics: Mechanics 3 x SBs and ABs 3 x TRPs 
(annual subscription)

Mathematics: Statistics 3 x SBs and ABs 3 x TRPs 
(annual subscription)

Mathematics: Decision 1 x SB and AB 1 x TRP 
(annual subscription)

Physics 2 x SBs and ABs 
1 x Lab Book

2 x TRPs 
(annual subscription)

Spanish 1 x TRP (two-year  
subscription)

What’s inside a Teacher Resource Pack? 
See the next page to find out more about the type of 
resources found in each subject pack.

IAL® is a registered trademark of Pearson Education Ltd in the UK and other countriesIAL® is a registered trademark of Pearson Education Ltd in the UK and other countries.

For the latest Pearson Edexcel International AS/A Levels, with a 
strong focus on progression, recognition and transferable skills.

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/ial24

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL AS / A LEVEL

HISTORY 
BRITAIN, 1964–90 
TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL AS / A LEVEL

HISTORY 
RUSSIA, 1917–1991: FROM LENIN TO YELTSIN  
TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL AS / A LEVEL

HISTORY 
INDIA, 1857–1947: THE RAJ TO PARTITION 
TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL AS / A LEVEL

ARABIC
TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL AS / A LEVEL

FRENCH
TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL AS / A LEVEL

SPANISH
TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

PEARSON EDEXCEL INTERNATIONAL AS / A LEVEL

GEOGRAPHY
TEACHER RESOURCE PACK

• Supports the modular approach 
of the International AS/A Level 
specifications.

• Appropriate international content 
puts learning in a real-world context, 
to a global standard, making it 
engaging and relevant for all 
learners.

• The embedded transferable skills, 
needed for progression to higher 
education and employment are 
signposted so students understand 
what skills they are developing and 
therefore go on to use these skills 
more effectively in the future.

• Exam practice provides 
opportunities to assess 
understanding and progress, so 
students can achieve their potential.

•  Each Student Book comes with 3-year 
access to an online ActiveBook (also 
available separately).

• Free and paid-for professional 
development available.

GOOD TO KNOW

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/ial 25

Ages 14–16 Ages 16–19 

International GCSE
Multiple Subjects

GCSE
Multiple Subjects

Supports 
progression to 
university and 
work.

International AS/A Level

Multiple Subjects l Print and Digital
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LICENCE TERM (YRS) 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2

Student Books  
available to buy

Lesson plans

Worksheets

Student Book  
Answers

Worked solutions

Practice exam  
papers

Exam practice 
PowerPoints

Summative (practice) 
assessments

Core Practicals 
support

Mark schemes

Mapping document

Glossary

Guide to Thinking  
Bigger

Other Case 
Studies

Further 
reading 
list

GCSE Subject Qualification  
support

Published  
Resources

Arabic
Art and Design
Astronomy
Biblical Hebrew
Biology
Business
Chemistry
Chinese
Citizenship Studies
Combined Science
Computer Science
Design and Technology
Drama
English Language
English Literature
French
Geography A
Geography B
German
Greek
Gujarati
History
Italian
Japanese
Mathematics
Music
Persian
Physical Education
Physics
Portuguese
Psychology
Religious Studies A
Religious Studies B
Russian
Spanish
Statistics
Turkish
Urdu

A Level Subject Qualification  
support

Published  
Resources

Arabic
Art and Design
Biology A 
(Salters-Nuffield)
Biology B
Business
Chemistry
Chinese
Design and Technology
Drama
Economics A
Economics B
English Language
English Language  
& Literature
English Literature
Geography
German 
Greek
History
History of Art
Italian
Japanese
Mathematics
Music
Music Technology
Persian
Physical Education
Physics
Politics
Portuguese
Psychology
RE/Religious Studies
Russian
Spanish
Statistics
Turkish
Urdu

All Pearson Edexcel qualifications are supported by a wide range of free support. Learn more at  
quals.pearson.com. Following AQA or OCR? We publish resources to support other exam boards.

Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/ial26 Learn more at: pearsoninternational-schools.com/ukedexcel 27

What’s inside the IAL Teacher Resource Packs? son 
Edexcel
The Pearson Edexcel International AS/A Level (IAL) Online Teacher 
Resource Packs are available for a wide variety of our IAL subjects. 
Here’s an overview of the support you’ll find in each one, plus the 
availability of Student Books.

Ages 11-14 Ages 14-19 

iLowerSecondary 
Curriculum and 
UK Curriculum 
Multiple Subjects

UK GCSE, AS/A Level

Multiple subjects l Print and Digital



Everything you need to teach 
and study the IB Diploma 
Programme, developed in 
cooperation with the IB 

l   in alignment with the current IB 
curriculum

l  successfully passed IB’s comprehensive 
quality-assurance  evaluation

l  reviewed and approved by IB  
subject matter experts

l  appropriate for IB World Schools 
worldwide.

Current titles published in  
cooperation with the IB:
l   DP Biology
l   DP Chemistry
l   DP Physics

New editions for first teaching in  
2024 and first assessments in 2026:
l   DP Global Politics
l   DP Environmental Systems and 

Societies

We’re working together with the IB to 
develop resources you can rely on. 

At Pearson, we’ve been publishing in cooperation with the IB since 2022 
and are proud to be an official co-publisher for the IB Diploma Programme 
Science resources for Biology, Chemistry and Physics. 

This year, we’re expanding our range of IB Diploma Programme titles developed in 
collaboration with the IB. Beyond Science, we’re adding our brand-new Environmental 
Systems and Societies and Global Politics textbooks. 

Look out for the IB In-Cooperation emblem on the front covers of our co-published 
resources. All our co-published resources have undergone a thorough quality check by 
the IB. This ensures that they align perfectly with the latest curriculum, covering all the 
essential learning objectives.

Resources developed in cooperation with the International Baccalaureate are: 

Contact us

Age UK US IB

11–12 Year 7

Key Stage 3

Grade 6

MYP

12–13 Year 8 Grade 7

13–14 Year 9 Grade 8

14–15 Year 10
Key Stage 4 

GCSE / International GCSE

Grade 9

15–16 Year 11 Grade 10

16–17 Year 12
Key Stage 5 

AS/ A Level / International A Level

Grade 11
Diploma

17–18 Year 13 Grade 12

Compare curricula by age, years or grades

* Primary Years Programme (PYP), Middle Years Programme (MYP), Diploma Programme (DP), and Career-related Programme (CP) 
are trademarks of the International Baccalaureate Organisation (IB), which was not involved in the production of these products 
– excluding Pearson Sciences for the IB Diploma Programme, Pearson Global Politics for the IB Diploma programme and Pearson 
Environmental Systems and Societies for the IB Diploma Programme, developed in cooperation with the IB.

Purchasing policies, pricing and international restrictions
For up-to-date pricing and ISBN listings, please visit pearsoninternational-schools.com/catalogues and download 
the latest price lists.

All prices displayed on our website are applicable only to schools buying direct from us and reflect a school 
discount. Prices are subject to change without notice. Prices may vary across regions therefore please contact 
your local Pearson consultant for local and up-to-date pricing.

Purchasing directly is not available in some countries, please visit  
pearsoninternational-schools.com/contact

Your local Pearson consultant
Go online to find details of your local Pearson consultant who can support you with curriculum, 
qualifications and resources. Visit pearsoninternational-schools.com/contact and select your country 
from the dropdown list.

Your customer service team
For print and digital product orders, email internationalorders@pearson.com. 

Customers based in Europe, please contact europeorders@pearson.com 
International/Europe Orders Customer Service team telephone number: +44 203 8324 779 
Team working hours: 8 AM to 5 PM - Monday to Friday - UK Time

Customers based in the Middle East, please contact menaorders@pearson.com

For any other enquiries, please visit support.pearson.com

Pearson Oasis is our new e-commerce site for school and trade customers for print titles (digital 
products cannot be ordered). Oasis offers price and availability, order processing and tracking as well as 
copies of invoices and statements. You can register now at https://oasisuk.pearson.com/register.



Next steps

If you like what you see here, there’s a lot more 
online at pearson.com/international-schools

Browse
Search by subject or individual product using the simple search panel on our 
website. You can also view the online catalogues and download price lists. 

Sample
You can try online at your own pace, anytime, anywhere, with access to 
samples, free trials, demos, full component listings, structure charts and 
overview videos.

Stay connected
Sign up for our eNewsletters and eAlerts to keep fully up to date with the 
latest news, features and offers. 
Go to pearsoninternational-schools.com/emailsign-up

Follow us on social media
Stay up to date and join the conversation. Search for Pearson UK and 
International Schools on Facebook and LinkedIn.

Other catalogues
To view our Primary and IB catalogues, and to 
see the range of 3-19 resources we offer, visit 
pearsoninternational-schools.com/catalogues

Resources for schools following a British, International
or International Baccalaureate curriculum

International Baccalaureate 
Catalogue 2024

www.pearson.com/international-schools

Resources for schools following a British, International
or International Baccalaureate curriculum

International Primary
Catalogue 2024

www.pearson.com/international-schools

When you have finished with this catalogue please recycle it


